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1. On August 4, 1995, Kiiti Morita passed away. He was a professor emeritus at the 
University of Tsukuba. Dr. Morita was born on February 11, 1915 in Hamamatsu, Japan 
and graduated from Tokyo Higher Normal School, now University of Tsukuba, in 1936. 
He studied and taught at the university until 1973. Meanwhile he visited the University 
of Pittsburgh in 1970 as Andrew Mellon Professor and also served as an advisor of this 
journal during 1971-1993. He also taught at the Sophia University during 1973-1985. 
His scientific work was concerned with algebra, especially module and ring theory, and 
topology, especially shape theory and a broad area of general topology. In the following 
we shall review some of the principal points in the topological work of Morita. The 
review will not be exhaustive but rather sporadic and limited to highlights. 
2. Although he wrote significant papers in shape theory and some other fields of topology, 
we believe his main interest was in general topology. Thus we give here a brief review 
of the science to explain the background of Morita’s work. 
The history of development of general topology can be divided into two parts, classical 
general topology before 1945, the end of World War II, and modem general topology 
after 1945. What is the difference between the two parts? 
(9 
(ii) 
Before the War, compactness and 2nd countability played the leading role. After 
the War, 2nd countability has lost its brilliance. Compactness still has been used 
in many discussions but frequently not as a major premise but as a convenient 
tool. In the modem general topology, metrizability and paracompactness have 
almost taken the places of 2nd countability and compactness. 
After the War, methods of proof in general topology have been drastically am- 
plified. For example, those delicate and sophisticated methods to treat coverings 
of spaces, functions and product spaces did not exist in the same exquisiteness 
before the War. Categorical and set-theoretical points of view have added to the 
methods of general topology. 
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(iii) General topology was founded by E Hausdorff, C. Kuratowski, P. Urysohn, 
l? Alexandroff, A. Tychonoff, M. Frechet, R.L. Moore and others in the early 
20th century, and its classical part was accomplished by E. Tech, M.H. Stone, 
A. Weil, H. Wallman, J.W. Tukey, W. Hurewicz and others. New strong math- 
ematicians entered the scene after the War; they were C.H. Dowker, E. Hewitt, 
A.H. Stone, K. Morita and others. Morita with others led the opening of the new 
era of general topology and its further developments until 1995. 
3. Morita’s first research paper [l] was published in 1940, in which he characterized dim 
(covering dimension) of a compact Tz-space in terms of expandability of a map into S”. 
Since then dimension theory remained one of his main interests. 
Roughly speaking, before the War dimension theory was restricted to separable met- 
ric spaces. In their famous book of 1941 W. Hurewicz and H. Wallman [106] wrote 
“Throughout this book the only spaces we have considered have been separable metric 
spaces, although spaces of more general nature have proved to be very important in 
recent topological investigations. It was not a matter of taste that decided us to consider 
only separable metric spaces. . . Our reason is rather this: . . . , it is not possible (at least 
with any of our present concepts of dimension) to establish a theory of dimension for 
such general spaces.” 
After 1945 dimension theory began to expand its territory beyond the separable metric 
spaces, which was initiated by E. Hemmingsen [10_5], C.H. Dowker [102], K. Morita 
and others. In [ 10,l l] Morita proved locally finite sum theorem for normal spaces and 
the coincidence theorem, ind (small inductive dimension) = Ind (large inductive dimen- 
sion) = dim for strongly paracompact metric spaces. It was an epoch-making event that 
M. Katetov [108] and K. Morita [21] succeeded in establishing a satisfactory dimension 
theory for general metric spaces. The reason for their success, which opened a new era 
for dimension theory, was perhaps that they realized the essentiality of metrizability and 
Ind over 2nd countability and ind, respectively, and took its advantage to the full. Morita 
continued his study in dimension theory to obtain many far-reaching results, like theo- 
rems of dim raising map [23] and of dim lowering map [26], both for general metric 
spaces and product theorems for various nonmetrizable spaces [62,80,82], to name just 
a few. 
4. In the present section we discuss Morita’s contributions to the metrization theory and 
the theory of generalized metric spaces. In 1956 Morita and S. Hanai [24] proved the 
following theorem, which is now called Morita, Hanai and A.H. Stone’s [125] theo- 
rem. 
Let f be a closed continuous map of a metric space X onto Y. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) Y is metrizable, 
(ii) Y is 1st countable, 
(iii) for each y E Y, Br f -’ (y) is compact. 
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The merits of this theorem are: 
(a) It gave a necessary and sufficient condition in terms of compact sets for the closed 
image Y of a metric space to be metrizable. A condition involving compactness 
in this manner was rather novel and influenced arguments thereafter in this aspect. 
(b) It showed that the only property lost by a metrizable space is 1st countability when 
it is transformed by a closed continuous map. 
(c) It led to the study of La&rev spaces (= the closed continuous image of a metric 
space) and various generalized metric spaces. In fact it is still a foundation for the 
study of this aspect. 
As will be discussed later, Morita [39,41] obtained the concept of (Morita’s) P-space 
to characterize a space whose product with every metric space is normal. While seeking a 
subfamily of the normal P-spaces, which is closed to the product, he reached the concept 
of M-space, which coincides with A.V. Arhangel’skii’s p-space [92] when the space is 
paracompact. The family of paracompact M-spaces, which is closed to countable product, 
is a very interesting family of generalized metric spaces, to which some theorems of 
metric spaces can be extended. Morita himself obtained a number of important results on 
M-space [46,51,53,56,61]. In the classical general topology, too, some generalized metric 
spaces, e.g., semi-metric space, were considered. But the motivations of invention were 
more or less uncertain and attracted only limited attention. On the other hand, generalized 
metric spaces like the LaSnev space and the M-space were invented in modern settings 
with certain motivations. Thus Morita’s findings gave a sound foundation, depth and 
width to the theory of generalized metric spaces, which grew to a major topic of general 
topology in the 1960s and 1970s. 
5. We review in this section Morita’s contribution to studies on compactifications and 
extensions of spaces. In [12-14,161 Morita devised the notions of semi-uniformities of 
open covers and of simple extensions of spaces with respect to these systems which 
are generalizations of usual uniformities and completions of uniform spaces. With these 
notions he attempted and succeeded in unifying approaches to well-known compactifica- 
tions such as Stone-Tech compactifications and Wallman-Shanin compactifications. We 
remind here that a metrization theorem, called the “double-star metrization theorem”, 
was also proved in [12-14,161: 
A Tl-space X is metrizable iff X has a sequence {Un} of open covers such that 
{st*(2,&) In= 1,2,...} is a local base at each point x E X. 
Taking [ 12-14,161 as background, in [ 171 Morita established what is called the 
Freudenthal compactification for general semi-compact T2-spaces (= Tz-spaces having 
an open basis of open sets with compact boundaries). Morita proved there that, for any 
semi-compact Tz-space X, there exists the maximal zero-dimensionally embedded com- 
pactification yX by taking the completion with respect to the uniformity of all finite 
open covers of open sets with compact boundaries. This result essentially sharpens the 
earlier result of H. Freudenthal given in 1942 for semi-compact separable metric spaces. 
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Freudenthal compactifications as well as Morita’s method above are still fundamentally 
important in the theory of compactifications. For his other related studies to yX we list 
[25,29,32]. 
In [53] Morita considered for Tychonoff spaces X the completion of X with respect 
to the finest uniformity, which he denoted by PX and called the topologicaE completion, 
and where he proved that, for any M-space X, PX is always a paracompact M-space 
and obtained the product formula p(X x Y) = PX x I.LY for several spaces X and Y. 
Applying these facts, he further obtained results on the product formula of dimension, 
dim(X x Y) 6 dim X + dim Y for non-normal products X x Y. Those results were 
quite suggestive to subsequent studies for himself and for many other people. In [61] 
Morita devised the notion of countably-compactiJiable spaces relating to I.LX and showed 
that a problem of Nagata [121], whether every M-space may be a closed subspace of 
a product of a countably compact space and a metric space, is equivalently reduced to 
whether every M-space is countably-compactifiable. And in the latter style this problem 
was negatively solved by Kato [109] and Burke and van Douwen [ 1001. The paper [64] 
discusses when the extension pf : pX --f pY is open and closed for an open and closed 
mapf:X--+Y. 
6. This section is concerned with Morita’s work on extensions of maps. In [72] Morita 
proved a useful theorem concerning the refining of normal open covers of products X x Y 
with Y compact T2 by a suitable product of a normal open cover of X and a collection of 
open covers of Y with a cardinality observation. As an application of this result, Morita 
considered another subject such as extending maps or functions on product spaces. Indeed, 
using the result, as an essential generalization of Borsuk’s homotopy extension theorem, 
in [72] Morita proved a theorem that 
Every pair (X, A) of a space X and its Pr-embedded subspace A has the HEP (= ho- 
motopy extension property) with respect to any tech-complete AR for metric spaces with 
weight < y. 
In [68] more detailed discussions were done, especially on the C-embedding for unions 
of two C-embedded subspaces and the converse of the theorem above was established. 
Furthermore, in [86] Morita proved a theorem that a pair (X, A) with dimX/A < n 
has the HEP with respect to any tech-complete LC” metric space with weight < y iff 
A is PY-embedded in X, which generalizes Kuratowski’s homotopy extension theorem 
in 1950. In [77] (independently in Przymusinski [124]), it was shown that, for a given 
compact T2 Y, a F-embedding of A x Y in X x Y is equivalent to a P”(Y)-embedding 
of A in X (w(Y) = weight ofY), which answers all questions posed by A16 and Sennott 
[91]. Related results are obtained also in [80] and [83], where they are used to prove 
some theorems on the covering dimension dim for topological spaces. Being suggested 
by a result in [80], Morita defined in [84] the remarkable notion of absolutely P- or 
M-embeddable (shortly, AP or AM, respectively) spaces and proved some sufficient or 
necessary properties for suitable spaces to be AP or AM. 
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Paper [87] was written for beginner’s use, which explains extensions of maps from 
a dense subspace to the whole space with generalized uniformities such as semi- 
uniformities given in [ 121. 
7. First we review Morita’s early papers on covering properties. In [S] he proved every 
Lindelijf regular space has the star-finite property (= is strongly paracompact), while 
Dieudonne’s paracompactness in 1944 and A.H. Stone’s paper on paracompact spaces in 
1948 were published, but no such information came into Japan because of World War II. 
For paracompactness he proved in [22], which sharpens [20], paracompactness of a space 
having the weak topology with respect to a closed cover by paracompact subsets. Spaces 
with this weak topology defined in [22] are now well known as “spaces with a dominating 
family”. 
The subject on normality of product spaces is one of the most successful ones in Mori- 
ta’s studies in general topology. The paper [37], published in the commemorative volume 
50 of Fundamenta Mathematicae, was his flowery start on this subject. Corresponding 
to Dowker’s theorem in [ 1031, in [37] he defined the notion of m-paracompactness and 
established his famous theorem that m-paracompact normal spaces are precisely those 
spaces whose product with Im is normal; the paper [36] shows I” can be replaced by 
g”& (D = { 0, 1)). This theorem and Tamano’s theorem in [ 1291 are fundamentally im- 
portant in discussing paracompactness in terms of normality of products with a compact 
factor. As is previously mentioned, the paper [40] is important for studies on spaces 
whose product with any paracompact space is normal. As for such spaces, it is shown 
in [42] that every metric space with this property is g-locally compact and in [82] that 
any space, whose product with any paracompact space is rectangular in the sense of 
Pasynkov [123], is necessarily such one. 
In the years 1963 and 1964 two papers appeared, which brought a further big de- 
velopment in this field; one is Michael [118], where what is called the Michael line 
was constructed, and the other one is [41]. In [41] the notion of P-spaces was defined 
and, as mentioned before, the theorem that normal P-spaces are precisely those whose 
products with all metric spaces are normal, was established. He showed that perfectly 
normal spaces are P-spaces and thus the product of a perfectly normal space and a metric 
space is normal; a direct proof was given in [39]. Moreover, as an example of P-spaces. 
M-spaces were newly defined there. These notions and results were very suggestive for 
people to study more about normal products, and indeed many subsequent researches 
were continued. The notion of basic covers, the idea of which came from [41], was 
defined in [42] and used to discuss normality of the product with an arbitrarily given 
metric space. Its idea is known to be still useful when we consider products with metric 
spaces or with related spaces. 
Finally we review a problem and a conjecture of Morita related to [36] or [39]. The 
first problem, which he raised after [36] was finished, was whether Q-paracompactness 
can be preserved by a closed map whenever Q is compact; for a space Q, X is Q-paru- 
compact if X x Q is normal. Moreover, when [39] was written, he also asked whether the 
problem is true for Q being metrizable; he had perceived that the answer to this case is 
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yes if normality of X x Q implies countable paracompactness of X x Q, The former case 
remained open for many years and was positively solved by Rudin [ 1261. And soon later 
the latter case was also positively solved by Rudin and Starbird [ 1281. This problem still 
is of interest when we consider other cases of Q. The second conjecture, which Morita 
posed in [Sl], was that every space whose product with any countably paracompact 
normal space is normal must be metrizable. Under V = L this was solved positively by 
Chiba, Przymusidski and Rudin [loll and within ZFC recently by Balogh [95]. 
8. Morita also made important contributions to shape theory. The notion of shape was 
originally introduced by K. Borsuk [98] for the class of compact metric spaces in 1968. 
Since then, this notion has been extended to the class of compact Hausdorff spaces by 
S. MardeSiC and J. Segal [116], to the class of metric spaces by K. Borsuk [99] and 
R. Fox [104], and to the class of arbitrary topological spaces by S. MardeSiC [ 1121. 
Morita [69] studied Tech systems which consist of nerves of normal open coverings. 
He gave a new approach to shapes of topological spaces. Now, his approach is called 
tech system approach. Also he introduced the notion of proper inverse systems. 
Morita [70] studied the Tech cohomology groups of arbitrary topological spaces by 
using Tech systems. He proved basic theorems concerning the Tech cohomology groups 
and covering dimension of CW complexes or paracompact spaces, such as the Hopf 
classification theorem, the product theorem on dimension and the Ktinneth formula. 
Morita [73] showed that a Tychonoff space X admits a proper inverse system of 
polyhedra with X as its inverse limit ifsp(X) = X, where p(X) is the completion of 
X with respect to the finest uniformity of X. 
S. MardeSiC [ 1131 gave the notion of resolutions and a new approach to shape theory. 
This approach is related to the ANR-systems approach by MardeSic and J. Segal [116]. 
Morita [85] showed that two notions of proper inverse systems and resolution are 
essentially equivalent. 
The Whitehead theorem in shape theory was given by M. Moszyiiska [ 1191 for finite- 
dimensional metric compacta. Many mathematicians studied this topic, for example, 
D.A. Edwards, R. Geoghegan, J. Dydak, L.S. Hush and R.C. Rather, and S. MardeSiC 
[ 1141 gave the Whitehead theorem in shape theory for arbitrary topological spaces and 
continuous maps. However, their proofs need (n + 1)-equivalence instead of n-equi- 
valence. Morita [66] removed this defect and in [67] he gave the full result. The version 
of the Whitehead theorem was given by Morita [71]. MardeSiC [114] and Morita [66] 
gave partial results on the homological Whitehead theorem. The full result was given 
by Morita [67]. The cohomological version of the Whitehead theorem was given by 
MardeSiC [115]. 
A. Hurewicz theorem in pro-category was proved by Artin and Mazur [93]. K. Ku- 
perberg [ 1101 proved the Hurewicz theorem in shape theory for compact metric spaces. 
Morita [65,67] proved Hurewicz theorems in pro-category and in shape theory, respec- 
tively. At the same time S. MardeSiC and S. Ungar [ 1171 gave these results. 
A Vietoris theorem in shape theory for metric compacta was announced by S. Bogaty 
[96] and proved by K. Kuperberg [ 11 I] and S. Bogaty [97]. Morita [75] generalized it for 
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maps from metric spaces to paracompact spaces. Morita [79] studied LC” paracompact 
spaces by using his Vietoris theorems and the Whitehead theorem in shape theory. 
The well-known suspension functor induces a suspension functor in shape theory. 
Morita [76] studied the basic facts of the suspension functor in shape theory for arbitrary 
spaces. 
9. Morita was distinguished not only as a mathematician but also as a teacher and the 
leader of a group of Japanese topologists, so-called Moriru’s School. Under the super- 
vision of Morita seventeen doctoral theses were written at Tokyo Education University, 
later University of Tsukuba. Nowadays his ex-students formulate a mainspring of topo- 
logical activity in Japan while making remarkable contributions to the progress of modem 
topology. (Cf. J. Nagata [122] as for general topology.) His suggestions, comments and 
proposals of problems in topology were almost always stimulative and meritorious, and 
thus they urged other people toward new research, which often led to new findings and 
sometimes to new developments of a theory. Let us give some examples. 
In 1955 [23] Morita proved: 
A metric space X has dim < n iff there is a metric space P with dim P = 0 and a 
closed continuous map f from P onto X such that if-’ (x)1 < n + 1 for every x E X. 
He then asked if this theorem could be extended to countable-dimensional spaces as 
follows: A metric space X is countable-dimensional iff there is a closed continuous map 
f from a O-dimensional metric space P onto X such that If-’ (x)1 < cc for every z E X. 
This question was answered positively by J. Nagata [120], who then obtained several 
other theorems on countable-dimensional spaces, which opened a new era for the infinite- 
dimensional theory. In 1963, Morita [40] proved: 
If a paracompact Tz-space Y is c-locally compact, then X x Y is normal for any 
paracompact Tz-space X, 
and he asked if the converse is true. This problem was negatively solved by T. Ishii [ 1071 
and led to many other interesting results concerning normality of products. Morita also 
conjectured: X x Y is normal for every normal space Y iff Y is discrete. This conjecture 
was proved by M. Atsuji [94] and M.E. Rudin [127], which is now one of the most 
significant and beautiful results in this aspect. 
This volume of Topology and its Applications is dedicated to the memory of Kiiti 
Morita, and the papers presented here reflect various trends of topology, some of which 
were initiated by Morita himself. 
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